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CHAPTER ID THE APPLICABLE LAW

I.

68.

Introduction

This arbitration is governed bythe principlesof internationallawrelatingto the delimitation

of maritime boundaries. Those principles are based on equity in the light of the relevant

circumstances,whichare constituted above allby the coastal geography as the basis of title.

Specifically,they include the following:

a) A state is prima facie entitled to the areas in front of its coast, as the "natural

prolongation" of its territory to which it has inherent rights.

b) Any effect of encroachmenton these areas, or cut-off, is to be avoided.Incidentalcoastal

features or irregularcoastal configurationsshould not be allowedto have a disproportionate

effect.

c) There shouldbe a reasonabledegree of proportionalitybetween areas allocatedby a line

and the lengths of the relevant coasts.

69. These are amongthe fundamentalprinciplesrecognized by thejurisprudence. Provided they

are respected, there is no method of delimitationthat is sacrosanct.Equidistanceisfrequently

used as a point of departure inthe process of delimitation,but there is no legal presumption

in its favour. The use of equidistancemaybe inappropriatebecause of the presence of small

islands lying offshore, or irregularities in the coastal configuration that would distort the

course of the line. Bisectors or perpendiculars or other geometrical methods involvingthe

use of coastal fronts are often resorted to in order to avoidthe disproportionate effects such

incidentalfeatures might create. The essentialrequirementis a result that is equitableinterms

of the particular geographical configuration of the relevant area.
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Principles of International Law Governing Maritime Boundary Delimitation

The legislationand the Terms of Referencegoverningthis arbitration require the application

of "principles of international law governing maritime boundary delimitation with such

modificationas the circumstancesrequire."58Thisformulationbrings into playa specialized

body of principles and rules dealingwith maritimeboundaries. This dispute deals with the

continental shelf alone. Strictly speaking, therefore, it is the rules respecting the shelf that

apply. Those rules, however, are substantiallysimilarto the rules governing the delimitation

of the exclusive economic zone, or a "singlemaritimeboundary" of the kind determinedin

Gulf of Maine and Canada v. France.

The dividinglinewillbegin withinthe Gulfof St. Lawrence, an area that has been claimedby

Canada as a body of internal waters but that has not been enclosed by straight baselines.In

the particular circumstances of this case, however, this consideration does not displacethe

law of the continental shelf as the applicablelaw throughout the course of the delimitation.

The case is to be determined on the basis of the legal fictionthat the parties are not merely

units of a federal state, but sovereign states in their own right. On the basis of that legal

fiction, the internal waters status of the Gulf,59 which depends on the presence of a single

state surrounding the entire Gulf, would no longer obtain. The international law of the

continental shelf therefore governs this delimitationin its entirety.

Whileboth the statutes and the Termsof Referencerefer to "principlesof internationallaw,"

the Terms of Reference add the words "as if the parties were states subject to the samerights

and obligationsas the Governmentof Canadaat allrelevant times."60Canada has ratifiedthe

1958 Convention, Article 6 of which deals with delimitation, and has done so without

58 Tenns of Reference, Article 3.1, Appendix A.

59February 8, 1949 Statement of Prime Minister Louis St. Laurent, quoted in H. Kindred et al., International Law Chiefly

as Interpreted and Applied in Canada, 6th ed. (Toronto: Emond Montgomery Publications Ltd., 2000), p. 870. See
Authorities # 14.

60Terms of Reference, Article 3.1, Appendix A.
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reservations.61It does not follow, however, that Article 6 is the governing law. The

expression "principles of international law" refers prima facie to generally applicable

principles of law and not to the lex specialis created by particular treaties. That is

undoubtedly the meaning it must be given in the legislation,which does not authorize the

federal Minister to alter the substantive law as prescribed by the legislation itself The law

applicable to Phase Two of this arbitration is therefore the customary international law

respecting the delimitationof the continental shelf

73. In the final analysis, however, nothing turns on whether the applicable law is Article 6 or

customary international law. Both the result and the process of delimitationwould be the

same. It is true that Article 6 is drafted in terms of equidistanceand special circumstances,

while formulations of customary law have generally referred to "equitable principles,"

"relevant circumstances" and "equitable results." But international tribunals have been

consistent, and emphatic, in affirming the substantive similarity-and, for all practical

purposes, the identity-of the two sources of law.

61 1958 Convention. See Statutory Instnunents # 8. Article 6 states:

1. Where the same continental shelf is adjacent to the territories of two or more States whose coasts
are opposite each other, the boundary of the continental shelf appertaining to such States shall be
determined by agreement between them. In the absence of agreement, and unless another boundary line is
justified by special circumstances, the boundary is the median line, every point of which is equidistant
from the nearest points of the baselines from which the breadth of the territorial sea of each State is
measured.

2. Where the same continental shelf is adjacent to the territories of two adjacent States, the
boundary of the continental shelf shall be determined by agreement between them. In the absence of
agreement, and unless another boundary line is justified by special circumstances, the boundary shall be
determined by application of the principle of equidistance from the nearest points of the baselines from
which the breadth of the territorial sea of each State is measured.

3. In delimitingthe boundariesof the continentalshelf,any lineswhich aredrawn in accordance
with the principles set out in paragraphs 1and2 ofthis articleshouldbe defmedwithreferenceto charts
and geographical features as they exist at a particular date, and reference should be made to fixed
permanent identifiablepoints on the land.
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This similaritywas firstnoted inthe Anglo-French ContinentalShelf case,62 wherethe Court

of Arbitration characterizedArticle6 of the 1958Convention as a "combined 'equidistance-

specialcircumstancesrule'" that "givesparticular expressionto the generalnormthat, failing

agreement, the boundary between States abutting on the same continental shelf is to be

determined on equitableprinciples,"63and further, that

the differentwaysin whichthe requirementsof "equitable principles"
or the effects of "special circumstances"are put reflect differencesof
approach and terminologyrather than of substance.64

The Court of Arbitration in Canada v. France spoke in similarterms.65More recently, the

International Court of Justice in Jan Mayen66approved the position taken in the Anglo-

French Continental Shelf case and added that

there is inevitably a tendency towards assimilation between the
special circumstances of Article 6 of the 1958 Convention and the
relevant circumstancesunder customarylaw, and this if onlybecause
they both are intended to enable the achievement of an equitable
result.67

76. JanMayen was basedupon the practice of internationaltribunals, both under Article6 ofthe

1958 Convention andunder customary internationallaw, of treating the medianlinebetween

opposite coasts as a "provisionallinethat may then be adjusted or shifted in order to ensure

62Case Concerning the Delimitation of the Continental Shelf between the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland and the French Republic (1977), 18 R.I.A.A. 3 (hereinafter Anglo-French Continental Sheljcase). See Authorities
# 5.

63Anglo-French Continental Shelf case at pp. 45-46, para. 70. See Authorities # 5.

65Canada v. France at p. 1163, para. 41. See Authorities # 10.

64Anglo-French Continental Shelf case at pp. 75-76, para. 148. See Authorities # 5.

66Case Concerning Maritime Delimitation in the Area between Greenland and JanMayen (Denmarkv. Norway), [1993]
I.C.J. Rep. 38 (hereinafter Jan Mayen). See Authorities # 11.

67Jan Mayen at pp. 62-63, para. 56.
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an equitable result."68 The case of adjacentcoasts,where equidistanceis less frequently

applied for reasons that will be explainedbelow, was not addressed. There is, however, no

compellingobjectionto the considerationof a provisionalequidistant lineoffadjacentcoasts

as an initialstep in the analysis,provided the recognized distinctionsbetween opposite and

adjacent coasts are borne in mind.

77. In the recent Qatar v. Bahrain case,69the International Court of Justice described the

continental shelf portion of the delimitation as an area of adjacent rather than opposite

coasts,70but decided to draw a provisionalequidistant line and then to consider whether it

should be adjusted.71In so doing, the International Court of Justice stressed that it was not

according anypresumptive role to equidistance,recallingand quoting the followingpassage

from its earlier decisi<?nin Libya v. Malta:

[T]he equidistance method is not the onlymethod applicableto the
present dispute, and it does not even have the benefit of a
presumption in its favour. Thus, under existing law, it must be
demonstrated that the equidistance method leads to an equitable
result in the case in question.72

In other words the use of a provisionalequidistantline is a matter of procedure rather than

substance. It is designed to facilitate a systematicmethodology and not to dictate the final

result.

78. In Chapter IV of this Memorial, setting out the basis of its claim, Newfoundland and

Labrador will therefore begin with an appraisalof equidistanceas appliedin this area. Such

68Ja~ Mayen at p. 60, para. 50. See Authorities # 11.

69Case Concerning Maritime Delimitation and Territorial Questions between Qatar and Bahrain, [2001] (16 March
2001) (LC.J. General List No. 87) (hereinafter Qatarv. Bahrain). See Authorities # 13.

70Qatarv. Bahrain at para. 170. See Authorities # 13.

71Qatar v. Bahrain at para. 230. See Authorities # 13.

72Libya v. Malta at p. 47, para. 63. See Authorities # 8.
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an appraisal, it is submitted,will demonstrate that the equidistancemethod does not produce

an"equitable result in this geographical configuration, and that other methods must be

applied.

ill. The Fundamental Norm

79. Equity is the cornerstone of the law of maritime delimitation.The Court of Arbitration in

Canada v. France noted that both parties were in agreement that the fundamental norm

"requires the delimitationto be effectedin accordancewith equitableprinciples,or equitable

criteria, taking account of all the relevant circumstances, in order to achieve an equitable

result."73The Chamber in Gulf of Maine provided a more elaborate formulation:

(1) No maritime delimitation between States with opposite or
adjacent coasts may be effected unilaterallyby one of those States.
Such delimitation must be sought and effected by means of an
agreement, followingnegotiations conducted in good faith and with
the genuineintentionof achievinga positiveresult. Where, however,
such agreement cannot be achieved, delimitationshouldbe effected
by recourse to a third party possessing the necessarj competence.

(2) In eithercase, delimitationis to be effectedby the application
of equitable criteria and by the use of practical methods capable of
ensuring,with regard to the geographic configurationof the areaand
other relevant circumstances, an equitableresult.74

All the judicial and arbitral decisionsfrom the North Sea Casesto the present day have been

at one on the central role of equity.

80.
In Tunisia v. Libya, the International Court of Justice added the important qualification-

reflected in the relevant articles of the 1982 Convention75-that it is the equity of the result

73Canada v. France at p. 1163, para. 38. See Authorities # 10.

74Gulf a/Maine at pp. 299-300, para. 112. See Authorities # 7.

751982 Convention, articles 74, 83. See Statutory Instruments # 9.
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which has paramount importance. And the equity of the result is a function of the relevant

circumstances of the case at hand.76There are no universally applicable solutions. The

Chamber in Gulf ofMaine emphasizedthat every case is unique, and that there is no point in

searching international law for a body of detailed rules "which are not there."77

81. It might seem, therefore, that the law on this subjectis lackingin substantivecontent. Thisin

fact is not the case. The "equity" to be applied is not equity at large. It does not have the

purely subjective character of equity as the length of the Chancellor's foot. It is not, in the

occasionallyantiquarianterminologyof internationallaw, the absolute discretion entailedby

equity ex aequo et bono, or equity outside or contrary to law. It is equity infra legem. The

distinctions are vital. They were stressed time and again in the two leading cases that

established the frame':Vorkfor future developments, the North Sea Cases and the Anglo-

French Continental Shelf case.

82. Specifically,the equity of the international law of maritime delimitationis applied within a

definite legal framework from four points of view:

a) First and most important, it is based on "relevant circumstances,"which must be linked

to the legal institution of the continental shelf or the exclusiveeconomic zone, primarilyin

terms of the basis of legal title. This points toward the coastal geography as the main

consideration.

b) Second, the effectgivento the coastal geography is determinedby recognized principles

including"the seaward extension of the coasts," non-encroachmenton areas in front of the

coasts of another state, the avoidance of disproportionate effectscausedby coastal features

or configurations, and a reasonable degree of proportionalitybetween coastal frontage and
offshore entitlements.

76Tunisia v. Libya at pp. 59-60, para. 70. See Authorities # 6.

77Gulf afMaine at pp. 298-299, paras. 110-111. See Authorities # 7.
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c) Third, while there are no legally mandatory methods, and no closed list of possible

methods, judicial and arbitral precedents and state practice have established a repertory of

generally accepted techniques.

d) Fourth, it is above all the controllingimportance of the coastal geography that givesthe

principles governing maritimeboundary delimitationa truly legal character.

83. Equally fundamental is the principle,also laid down in the North Sea Cases, that states are

entitled to a continental shelf ipsofacto and ab initio: "Its existence can be declared... but

does not need to be constituted."78 In other words, continental shelfrights are inherent and

need not be claimedor exercised. The implicationsare far-reaching, and give the law of the

continental shelfa very differentcharacter fromthe lawpertainingto territorial sovereignty.

It means that considerations such as effective occupation, les effectivites and the

consolidation of titles are irrelevant.Except in cases that meet the strict conditions for the

application of the doctrines of estoppel or acquiescence, state conduct is a secondary

consideration, and never the primarybasis for establishinga line.What counts, instead,isthe

inherent title emerging from the facts of geography.

IV. Relevant Circumstances

A. Coastal Geography as the Essential Factor

84.
The relevant circumstancesare almost alwaysdominatedby the coastal geography. Indeed,

the present dispute can and should be resolved exclusively on the basis of the coastal

geography of the delimitationarea. Thisfollowsthe pattern of allthe leadingcases,including

the two delimitationsof greatest interest to Canadians:Gulf ofMaine decided by a Chamber

78North Sea Cases at p. 22, para. 19; p. 29, para. 39. See Authorities # 4. This doctrine was referred to by the Supreme
Court of Canada in Reference Re: Seabed and Subsoil of the Continental SheljOffshore Newfoundland, [1984] I S.C.R.
86 at pp. 94-97. See Authorities # 2.
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of the International Court of Justice in 1984 and Canada v. France decided by a special

Court of Arbitration in 1992. As set out in Canada v. France:

Geographical features are at the heart of the delimitationprocess.
The Chamberof the International Court ofJustice intheDelimitation
of the Maritime Boundary in the Gulf of Maine Area case said that
the equitablecriteriato be applied"are essentiallyto be determinedin
relation to what maybe properly called the geographicalfeatures of
the area."79

85. The reason for the fundamentalimportance of coastal geographywas bestexplainedinLibya

v. Malta: it is because sovereignty over the coast is the basis oftitle under the principle of

the North Sea Cases that "the land dominatesthe sea"80and thus, a delimitationbasedon law

must ultimately depend on considerations of title. In a critical passage, the International

Court of Justice declared:

That the questions of entitlement and of definition of continental
shelf, on the one hand, and of delimitationof continentalshelfon the
other, are not onlydistinctbut are also complementaryisself-evident.
The legalbasis of that which is to be delimited,and of entitlementto
it, cannotbe otherthanpertinentto that delimitation.81

86. While sovereignty over the land is the ultimate source of continental shelf rights, it is in

practice the coast-often referred to as the coastal front or the maritime £font-that

generates title. As the International Court of Justice declared in Libya v. Malta:

The capacityto engender continental shelfrights derivesnot ITomthe
landmass,but £fomsovereigntyover the landmass;and it is by means
of the maritimefront of this landmass, in other words by its coastal

79Canada v. France at p. 1160, para. 24. See Authorities # 10.

80North Sea Cases at p. 51, para. 96. See Authorities # 4.

81Libya v. Malta at pp. 29-30, para. 27. See Authorities # 8.
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opening, that this territorial sovereignty brings its continental shelf
rightsinto effect.82

In other words, it is through its sovereignty over the coastline facing the delimitationarea

that a state may claim title to continental shelf areas. The same point was made with

exemplary clarity in Guinea v. Guinea-Bissau by the arbitral tribunal:

Les droits qu'un Etat peut pretendre avoir sur la mer sont en rapport
non pas avec I'etendue de son territoire derriere ses cotes, mais avec
ces cotes et avec la maniere dont elles bordent ce territoire. .. Tout
depend de leurs far;adesmaritimes respectives et de la far;on dont
elles se presentent.83

87. It follows that the delimitation must be based on the coastal geography, not on

considerations that have nothing to do with title to maritime areas. This point was also

underlinedby the International Court ofJustice inLibya v.Malta, in a passage that identifies

a key distinctionbetween a negotiated boundary and one establishedbya court ortribunalon

legal principles:

Yet although there maybe no legallimitto the considerationswhich
States may take account of, this can hardly be true for a court
applying equitable procedures. For a court, although there is
assuredlyno closed list of considerations,it is evidentthat onlythose
that are pertinent to the institution of the continental shelf as it has
developed within the law, and to the application of equitable
principlesto its delimitation,will qualifYfor inclusion.84

Since the coast is the source of title, it is the primary considerationthat is "pertinent to the

institution of the continental shelf as it has developed within the law."85

82Libya v. Malta at pp. 40-41, para. 49. See Authorities # 8.

83Guinea v. Guinea-Bissau at pp. 192-193, para. 119. See Authorities # 9.

84Libya v. Malta at p. 40, para. 48. See Authorities # 8.

85Libya v. Malta at p. 40, para. 48. See Authorities # 8.
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The most fundamentalimplicationof the geographicalbasisof title is that states are entitled

to the areas situated in front of their coasts. This idea is at the heart of the North Sea Cases,

particularly its critique of equidistance,which "would frequentlycause areas which are the

natural prolongation or extension of the territory of one State to be attributed to another,

when the configuration of the latter's coast makes the equidistanceline swing out laterally

across the former's coastal front, cutting it off from areas situated directly before that

front. "86

In one respect this case differsfrom the Gulf of Maine and Canada v. France cases. Those

cases dealt with what is known as a "single maritime boundary" applicable both to the

fisheries and other resources of the 200-milezone and to the seabed or "continental shelf."

The present case deals only with the continental shelf. But the distinction is immaterial in

terms of the basic principles to be applied and, in particular, the exclusive or at least

dominantrole of the coastal geography. Allthe leadingcases delimitingthe continental shelf

alone have been based primarilyor exclusivelyon the coastal geography: for instance, the

North Sea Cases, the Anglo-French Continental Shelf case, Tunisia v. Libya and Libya v.
Malta.

Therefore, when the law refers to the "relevant circumstances," what is meant is first and

foremost the coastal geography and its relationshipto the delimitationarea-the "geographic

correlation between coast and submergedareas off the coast" as it was expressed in Tunisia

v. Libya. 87 The geography is overwhelminglythe most important factor, and most often it is

the only relevant factor. There can be other considerations, as the following sections will

explain. But in a judicial or arbitral determination based on legal principles, only those

circumstancesthat are demonstrablyrelevant to the legalinstitution of the continental shelf

are to be taken into account.

86North Sea Cases at pp. 31-32, para. 44. Emphasis added. See Authorities #4.

87Tunisia v. Libya at p. 61, para. 73. See Authorities # 6.
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B. Natural Prolongation

91. While "natural prolongation"-the prolongation of the land mass into and under the sea

forming the physicalphenomenon of the continental shelf-was identifiedin the North Sea

Cases as the basis of title to the continental shelf,the subsequentjurisprudence has made it

clear that natural prolongation must now be seenin purelygeographicalterms, at least as far

as the 200 nautical mile limit. As a consequence, geological and geomorphological factors

have no role to playwithin that limit.

92. This is largely because, under Article 76 of the 1982 Convention, which represents

customary international law, states automatically enjoy continental shelf rights out to a

distance of 200 nautical miles regardless of the physical features of the seabed, and

regardless of whether the physicalcontinental shelfextends out to that limit. Thus "natural

prolongation" can now be identifiedwith the so-called "distance principle" within the 200

nautical mile limit. Once again, the law was stated with clarityby the International Court of

Justice in Libya v. Malta:

The Court however considers that sincethe development.of the law
enables a State to claimthat the continental shelf appertainingto it
extends up to as far as 200 miles ITomits coast, whatever the
geological characteristicsof the corresponding sea-bed and subsoil,
there is no reason to ascribe any role to geological or geophysical
factors within that distance either in verifyingthe legal title of the
States concerned or in proceeding to a delimitationas between their
claims.88

i The position is now clear, therefore, that geology and geomorphologyare irrelevant within

the 200 nautical mile limit.

93. Even before Libya v. Malta, geologicaland geophysicalfactors had nopracticaleffect,either

within or beyond 200 nautical miles. The North Sea Cases coined the term "natural

88Libya v. Malta at p. 35, para. 39. See Authorities # 8.
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prolongation," and it referred to both geographicaland geological factors inthe dispositifof

the judgment.89In fact, however, the reasoning of the International Court of Justice was

entirelyconcerned with the coastal relationshipbetween the three parties-the Netherlands,

Germany and Denmark-and the inequitiesthat equidistancewould have produced in that

coastal configuration. In Tunisia v. Libya a great deal of evidence and argument on the

geology and geomorphology of the area was presented, but it was effectivelyignored.9O

94. There is some ambiguityabout the meaningof "natural prolongation," which is stillreferred

to (but not defined) in the 1982 Convention in its description of continental shelf rights.91

Even in the North Sea Cases it was never a purely geological concept. This is why the

International Court of Justice was ableto applythe concept to the delimitationof a common

continental shelf,with.no relevant physicalbreaks, holdingthat the line of delimitationmust

nonetheless respect the principleby avoiding a cut-off of the area in front of either state's

coast-the area of its "most natural" prolongation.92It is clear, therefore, that at the outset

"natural prolongation" had both a geological or geomorphological sense and a purely

geographical sense, according to the circumstances, and that on a continuous continental

shelf the latter would prevail.

95. The "distance principle" referred to above reflects the fact that, under the law of the sea as

reformulated by the 1982Convention, andby the parallel evolutionof customary law, states

are entitled to continental shelf rights to a distance of 200 nautical miles, regardless of the

physical structure of the seabed.93The principlerefers to the altered basis oftitle, and the

implicationthat spatialfactors-in other words geography-have becomemorethaneverthe

principal consideration. The distance principle is not, however, the alter ego of the

89North Sea Cases at pp. 53-54, para. 101. See Authorities # 4.

90Tunisia v. Libya at p. 57, para. 66. See Authorities # 6.

911982 Convention, article 76(1). See Statutory Instruments # 9.

92North Sea Cases at pp. 31-32, paras. 43-44. See Authorities # 4.
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equidistance method. Indeed, it was in Tunisiav. Libya that the distanceprinciplewas first

referred to;94and in Libya v. Malta the idea was developed further.95Both these decisions

expressly repudiate any implication that equidistance has any mandatory or privileged

status.96

c. The Limited Relevance of Non-geographical Considerations

(a) Economic Factors

96. The jurisprudence is highlyambivalentabout economicfactors. The North Sea Cases, still

the classic statement of the law, held that delimitationwas not an exercise in distributive

justice. The object was to determinethe entitlementsof the parties, not to attribute just and

equitable shares either in terms of areas or of resources.97That distinction was recently

reaffirmedby the International Court of Justice in Qatar v. Bahrain,98which also quoted an

observation in Jan Mayen that the "sharing-out of the area is... the consequence of the

delimitation,not vice versa."99

97. This approach suggests a very limitedrole for economicconsiderationsin delimitation.Thus

in Tunisiav. Libya, the International Court of Justice rejected anyconsiderationof economic

interests as "virtuallyextraneous factors A countrymightbe poor today and become rich

93Libya v. Malta at p. 35, para. 39. See Authorities # 8.

94Tunisia v. Libya at pp. 48-49, para. 48. See Authorities # 6.

95Libya v. Malta at p. 35, para. 39. See Authorities # 8.

96Libya v. Malta at pp. 37-38, para. 43; see Authorities # 8; Tunisia v. Libya at p. 79, para. 110; see Authorities # 6.

97North Sea Cases at pp. 21-22, paras. 17-18. See Authorities # 4.

98Qatar v. Bahrain at para. 234. See Authorities # 13.

99Jan Mayen at pp. 66-67, para. 64. See Authorities # 11.
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tomorrow as a result of an event such as the discovery of a valuable economic resource. "100

Similarly,inLibya v.Malta, the International Court ofJustice saida delimitationshouldnot

"be influenced by the relative economic position of the two States in question Such

considerations are totally unrelated to the underlying intention of the applicable rules of

international law."101

98. The Gulf ofMaine case, on the other hand, takes a more qualifiedposition. Accordingto the

Chamber, an economic dependence on the resources of the disputed area would not be

relevant to the choice of the delimitation method but could be taken into account as a test of

the equity of the result if the chosen method were "likely to entail catastrophic

repercussions"102for the people concerned. In other words, economic dependence may

occasionallybe relevant as an ex post facto test of the method chosen on other, essentially

geographical, grounds, and a line might require an adjustment if the test of catastrophic

repercussions were met; but it is not a relevant circumstanceinthe delimitationprocessitself

99. The decision of the International Court of Justice in Jan Mayen appears to relax these

strictures to a degree. In one of the three sectors of the delimitationarea between Greenland

and the Norwegian island of Jan Mayen, the Court took account of the distribution of the

capelin fishery resource and adjusted the line of delimitationas a consequence.103There is,

however, no indication that the Court intended a reconsideration of the fundamental

principles set out above.

100. In any event, whatever the implications for delimitationsinvolving fishing resources-in

other words, delimitations of single maritime boundaries or of the exclusive economic

zone-it seems clear that economic interests can have no relevance for delimitationsof the

100Tunisia v. Libya at pp. 77-78, para. 107. See Authorities # 6.

101Libya v. Malta at p. 41, para. 50. See Authorities # 8.

102GulfofMaine atp. 342, para. 237. See Authorities # 7.

103Jan Mayen at p. 72, para. 76. See Authorities # 11.
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continental shelf involving unexploited and undiscovered oil and gas resources. The

economic interests at issue inthe Gulf ofMaine andJan Mayen cases involveda pre-existing

and established dependence on known resources-as is normally the case with fishing

interests. The resources at issue in a seabed delimitation most commonly represent

aspirations, not an establisheddependenceof the kind consideredinthesetwo decisions:they

are both speculative and prospective.

The Conduct of the Parties

The conduct of the parties to a maritime boundary dispute can be relevant, but only if it

meets a very high standard. It must be consistentand sustained,and it must clearlydisplayan

acceptance of the proposed line as an equitablebasis of delimitation.Conduct that does not

meet this standard is simplyirrelevant.

The conduct of sovereign states canbe relevant under the principlesof general international

law relating to estoppel. For example, certain minor elements of the delimitation in the

Anglo-French Continental Shelf casewere based on priorFrenchacceptance.104But estoppel

arguments were considered and rejected in both the North Sea Cases and Gulf of Maine.

In the North Sea Cases, estoppelwas unsuccessfullyinvoked as a basis on which the Federal

Republic of Germanywas said to be bound by the rule in Article 6 of the 1958Convention.105

In Gulf ofMaine itwas unsuccessfullyinvoked, alongwith acquiescence,asa basisonwhich

the United States was said to have accepted an equidistantline.106The CourtintheNorthSea

Cases spoke of "clearly and consistentlyevinced acceptance"107and of a real intention to

104Notably the use in the Anglo-French Continental Shelf case of Eddystone Rock as a basepoint; p. 74, paras. 143-144;
and the use of a 12 nautical mile limit in the Channel Islands area; pp. 102-103, para. 202. See Authorities # 5.

105North Sea Cases at pp. 26-27, paras. 30-32. See Authorities # 4.
l

106Gulf of Maine at p. 310, para. 148. See Authorities # 7.

107North Sea Cases at p. 26, para. 30. See Authorities # 4.
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manifest acceptance or recognition, as well as the requirement of detrimentalreliance.108 In

, Gulf of Maine, the Chamber referred to "clear and consistent acceptance"109in relation to

estoppel and of conduct that is "sufficiently clear, sustained and consistent to constitute

acquiescence."110

104. In Tunisia v. Libya, on the other hand, the conduct of the parties was taken into account, not

under the rubric of acquiescence or estoppel, but merely as a corroborating indication of the

equity of the chosen line. A line on a 26 degree bearing, corresponding to the perpendicular

the International Court of Justice adopted for the inner area in that case, served to divide

active oil and gas concession areas between the parties. The linehad thus been actedupon-

not unilaterally,but by both parties-as a defacto boundary dividingpetroleum concessions

for a substantialperiod of time.

105. The jurisprudence has therefore establisheda very stringent test, whether under the heading

of estoppel, acquiescenceor indicationsof equity. The conduct of the parties is relevantonly

if it is mutual, sustained, consistent and unequivocal in indicatingacceptance. Otherwise it

must be disregarded.

v. Equitable Principles

A. The Seaward Extensions of the Coasts

106. Delimitation is not equitable apportionment. The International Court of Justice made that

clear in the North Sea Cases:

108North Sea Cases at p. 26, para. 30. See Authorities # 4.

109Gulf of Maine at p. 309, para. 145. See Authorities # 7.

110Gulf afMaine at p. 309, para. 146. See Authorities # 7. In JanMayen at pp. 75-86, the International Court ofJustice
similarly rejected arguments that the delimitation practices of one of the parties in relation to other states should be taken

into account; see Authorities # 11; and indeed arguments by Canada respecting French practice and attitudes were wholly
disregarded in Canada v. France at p. 1166, paras. 53-55; see Authorities # 10.
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Delimitationis a process which involves establishingthe boundaries
of an area already, in principle,appertainingto the coastal State and
not the determinationde novo of such an area.III

The Court also said that "since the land is the legal source of the power which a State may

exercise over territorial extensions to seaward, it must first be clearly established what

features do in fact constitute such extensions."112

The first step is therefore to identify, at least in an approximate fashion, the seaward

extensions of the coasts-what the International Court of Justice in 1969referred to as the

"most natural prolongations" of each party. As explainedabove, and as noted by the Court

of Arbitration in Canada v. France, coasts project frontally.1I3The seaward extensions or

"most natural prolongations" of a state's coast are the areas directly in front of that coast.

This notion of a frontal projection is a pervasivetheme, implicitor explicit, throughout the

jurisprudence. It was the central factor in the North Sea Cases, as the discussion of cut-off

below will explain. It controlled the selection of the relevant coasts in both Gulf of Maine

and Tunisia v. Libya. It is reflected in the use of a perpendicular line in Guinea v. Guinea-

Bissau, which will also be discussed below. Most relevant of all, in the area at issue here, it

was the basisJof the analysis of the coastal relationship and of the actual delimitation in

Canada v. France, where the Court of Arbitrationreferred with approval to "the tendency,

remarked by Canada, for coasts to project frontally, in the direction in which they face."114

This is why, in Canada v. France, the Court of Arbitration awarded France a narrow 200

nautical mile corridor extending to the south and a broader area of 24 nautical miles,

corresponding to the breadth of the territorial sea and contiguous zonecombined,towardthe

III North Sea Cases at pp. 21-22, para. 18. See Authorities # 4.

112North Sea Cases at p. 51, para. 96. See Authorities # 4.

113Canada v. France at p. 1171, para. 73. See Authorities # 10.

114Canada v. France at p. 1171, para. 73, See Authorities # 10.
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west.1I5The reasoning began with the premise that the islands "face both westwards and

southwards on to the area of dispute,"116a reality that had to be represented in terms of two

separate coastal fronts. SeeFigure 5a. The southern coastal front,thoughverynarrow,faces

in a direction that was held to be unobstructed by the seaward projections of the Canadian

coasts: hence the narrow breadth but unlimited extension of the French zone toward the

south. The much longer western fa9adeof the islands,on the other hand, could not be given

a full seaward extension because of the competing projection of the south coast of

Newfoundland. The entire approach provides a textbook example of how coasts project

frontally, and how these ftontal projections affect the practical method of delimitation.

B. Non-Encroachment and the Cut-off Effect

110. The principle of non-encroachment takes its name from the dispositif of the North Sea

Cases, which stated that the delimitation should accord to each party its own natural

prolongation, "without encroachmenton the natural prolongation of the land territory ofthe

other."117 In practicaltermsthismeansthatboundariespassingincloseproximityto thecoast

of either party are unacceptable, and that any "cut-off effect" should be avoided.

111. No clearer illustration of the "cut-off' effect can be found than that provided by the North

Sea Cases themselves, where equidistant lines on either side of the Federal Republic of

Germanywould have swung across the concave German coast, confiningthe German shelf

to a smalltriangle. Canada v. France provides an especiallyvivid exampleof a delimitation

in which the avoidance of "cut-off' was a central concern. The equidistant line claimedby

France would have fanned out on either side of the islands. See Figure 5b. This the Court

deemed unacceptable, declaring that a southward projection from the islands"must not be

115Canada v. France at p. 1170, para. 69. See Authorities # 10. Ananuwbeltof12 nautical miles was also established on
the southeastern side of the islands, linking the 1972 delimitation to the due south corridor.

116Canada v . France at p. 1162, para. 31. See Authorities # 1o.

117North Sea Ca,ses at p. 53, para. 101(C)(l). See Authorities # 4.
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allowedto encroachupon or cut off a parallelfrontal projection of the adjacent segmentsof

the Newfoundland southern coast."118This reasoningled necessarilyto the corridor formed

by two due south linesdesignedto avoid such a cut-off,while correspondingbroadly to the

extent of the southern fa'tade of the islands.

c. Proportionate and Disproportionate Effects

112. An equitable delimitationis essentially one that gives proportionate effects to the coastal

geography. That, in a nutshell, is the fundamentaldoctrine of the North Sea Cases and the

subsequent development of the law. There is no need to attempt an exhaustive list of the

ways inwhich this principleis applied; such an endeavourwould overlook the infinitevariety

of geographicalconfigurationsand the observationin Gulf ofMaine that every delimitation

is unique. There are, however, two situations where the concern for proportionate effects

typically arises. The first of these is the potentially distorting effect of incidental features,

such as small islands or islets, rocks, and promontories. The second is the need to take

account of significant disparities in coastal lengths so that the areas resulting from the

delimitationcorrespond broadly to the coastal frontage that constitutes the basis of title.

(a) The Potentially Disproportionate Effect of Incidental Features

113. Islands are, as Canada put it in its Memorial in Canada v. France, "the paradigm case of

'special circumstances'."119The potentially distorting effects of small islands, rocks,

promontories and similarfeatures have been a constant preoccupation of the jurisprudence.

Although the facts inthe North Sea Cases did not involveislands,the International Court of

Justice didhave occasionto refer to the "disproportionallydistortingeffect"I20 ofislets,rocks

118Canada v. France at p. 1170, para. 70. See Authorities # 10.

119Canada v. France, Canadian Memorial, p. 137, para. 304. See Authorities # 17.

120North Sea Cases at pp. 36-37, para. 57. See Authorities # 4.
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and other minor coastal projections.121Since that time, every major case dealing with

maritimeboundaries has involvedislandsto a greater or lesser degree, andthe need to abate

or eliminatetheir effect.122The impact of islandson maritimedelimitationhas engendered a

very substantialacademicliterature, muchof it focused on disproportionate effects andtheir

eliminationinboth statepracticeandin thejurisprudence.123

114. The reason why islands are typically a potential source of inequity is that their position,

detached from the land, tends to give them an exaggerated effecton the course of the line. It

is not merelythe scale of an island that causes disproportionate effects; it is the combined

effect of its position and scale. A rock or islet close to the shore will generallynot cause a

problem. Its presence has little effecton the general directionof the coast or on the courseof

the boundary line.But an islandfar out to sea mayhave profoundlydistorting effects,at least

where equidistanceis used, because its effectis identicalto the extension of the mainlandfar

beyond its actual limits.

115. Thus, an island 100 nautical miles from land, however reduced its scale, has precisely the

same effect as if the entire seabedarea betweenthe islandand the coast were in fact dry land

and the landmass of the coastal state were extended far out to sea. Such a result would be

more than disproportionate; it would amount to what the Courts have referred to as a

fundamental "refashioning of geography"-the substitution of fiction for fact.

121Indeed, long before the North Sea Cases the issue was identified in the deliberations of the International Law

Commission leading to the 1958 Convention. See Canada v. France, Canadian Memorial, p. 137, para. 304. See
Authorities # 17.

122See Tunisia v. Libya ( the Kerkennahs); Anglo French Continental Shelf case (the Channel Islands and the Scilly
Islands); Gulf of Maine (Seal Island); Libya v. Malta (Filfla and Malta itself); Canada v. France; JanMayen; Guinea v.

Guinea-Bissau (Alcatraz and the Bijagos Archipelago); Case Concerning the Maritime Delimitation between the State of
Eritrea and the Government of the Republic of Yemen [1999], (17 December 1999) The Hague (permanent Court of
Arbitration), online: http://www.pca-cpa.org/(hereinafter Eritrea v. Yemen); and Qatar v. Bahrain.

123See inter alia D. Bowett, The Legal Regime of Islands in International Law (Dobbs Feny: OceanaPublications, 1979);
H. Dipla, Le regime juridique des lIes dans le droit international de la mer (paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1984);
H. Jayewardene, The Regime of Islands in International Law (Dordrecht: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1990); and C.
Symmons, The Maritime Zones of Islands in International Law (The Hague: Martinus NijhoffPublishers, 1979).
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The most recent judicial and arbitral decisions in this field are Qatar v. Bahrain and Eritrea

v. Yemen. These two decisions, which will be discussed in detail below, provide striking

illustrations of islands as "incidental features" whose effects must be reduced or eliminated in

order to achievean equitabledelimitation.Both cases dealt with situationswherecoastaland

offshore islands and other maritime features were the only complicating factors in

configurations that in other respects were simpleand straightforward. In both decisions, a

number of such features-ranging from minute islets to islands of more significant

dimensions-were given no effect or minimaleffect in order to achieve an equitable result.

(b) The Relative Extent of the Coasts

117. The relative extent of the coasts is fundamentalto the law of maritime delimitation. Since

coasts are the basis oftitle, a state with a long coast should logicallyenjoy a more extensive

shelfthan a state with a short coast. Proportionality-the relationshipbetweencoastallength

and maritime entitlements-was identified as a critical factor at the very beginning of the

development of the law on the delimitation of the continental shelf. The dispositif in the

North Sea Cases listed as one of the essentialprinciples"the elementof a reasonable degree

of proportionality, which a delimitationcarried out in accordance with equitable principles

ought to bring about between the extent of the continental shelf areas appertaining to the

coastal State and the length of its coast measuredin the general directionof the coastline."124

118. Proportionality has two distinctfacets.125 It canbe a factor-sometimes the decisivefactor-

in the selection and applicationof the method used. Alternatively,it can be an expost facto

"proportionality test" of the equitable character of a line. In the first case it serves as a

124North Sea Cases at pp. 53-54, para. 101(D)(3). See Authorities # 4.

1251. Legault and B. Hankey, "Method, Oppositeness and Adjacency, and Proportionality in Maritime Boundary
Delimitation" in 1. Charney and 1. Alexander, eds., International Maritime Boundaries, Vol. I (Dordrecht: Martinus
NijhoffPublishers, 1993) 203 at p. 217 (see Authorities # 16):

Proportionality has a double role. In one role, a comparison of the coastal and areal ratios is sometimes used as a

test of the equity of a provisional delimitation. In the other role, an assessment of the relative lengths of the
coastlines may be one of the factors taken into account in determining the method used to effect the delimitation.
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positive contributing factor in the delimitation process. In the second it is merely a

verification based on the comparison of the ratio of coastal lengths and the ratio of areas

allocated by the provisional line.

119. Partly because the two aspects of proportionality are sometimesconfused, the International

Court of Justice and courts of arbitrationhave often noted that proportionality shouldnotbe

applied as a mathematicalformula in order to produce a predeterminedresult.Thedistinction

was a preoccupation of the Court of Arbitration inthe Anglo-French ContinentalShelfcase.

The Court refused to be led into a delimitationbased on what it termed "nice calculationsof

proportionality,"126but noted that proportionality is to be used "as a criterion or factor for

evaluating the equities of certain geographical situations."127

120. The proper approach was described by the Chamber in Gulf of Maine, in a passage later

quoted with approval by the full Court in Jan Mayen:

[A] maritimedelimitationcan certainlynot be establishedby a direct
division of the area in dispute proportional to the respective lengths
of the coasts belonging to the parties in the relevant area, but it is
equallycertain that a substantialdisproportionto the lengths ofthose
coasts that resulted from a delimitationeffected on a differentbasis
would constitute a circumstance calling for an appropriate
correction. 128

And the Libya v. Malta decision elaborated upon the double role of proportionality as
follows:

It is however one thing to employ proportionality calculations to
check a result; it is another thing to take note, in the course of the
delimitationprocess, of the existence of a very marked differencein

126Anglo-French Continental Shelf case at pp. 26-27, para.. 27. See Authorities # 5.

127Anglo-French Continental Shelf case at p. 58, para. 101. See Authorities # 5.

128Gulf of Maine at p. 323, para. 185. See Authorities # 7. Quoted in JanMayen at pp. 67-68, para. 66. See Authorities #
11.
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coastal lengths, and to attribute the appropriate significanceto that
coastal relationship,without seekingto defineit in quantitativetenns
which are only suited to the ex post assessment of relationships of
coast to area.129

121. In a number of cases, the discrepancyhas indeed been very marked: Libya v. Malta, fan

Mayen and Canada v. France are examples.But the differencein coastal lengthsneednotbe

dramatic. The most striking example is the Gulf of Maine case. A difference of only 1:1.38 in

favour of the United States became a central, indeed decisive element in the methodology

used-a point underlined in fan Mayen.130Further, while the International Court of Justice

and courts of arbitration have sometimes spoken of proportionality in terms of adjusting a

median line-as in Libya v. Malta-this factor is in no way inherently limited to the

application of the equidistancemethod.

VI. Equitable Solutions

122. There are no legallymandatorymethods. So the internationalcourts and tribunalshave held

from the North Sea Cases to the present day.131 An "equitablesolution"is the only

substantive requirement of the delimitationarticles of the 1982 Convention, accepted as a

statement of customary international law in the fan Mayen decision.132

123. Tunisia v. Libya stands for the proposition that what counts is the concrete equity of the

result in the unique circumstancesof eachparticular case.133Theprinciplesdeemedapplicable

129Libya v. Malta at pp. 48-49, para. 66. See Authorities # 8. The passage was also referred to by the full Court inJan

Mayen at p. 67, para. 65; see Authorities # 11; and by the Court of Arbitration in Canada v. France, p. 1168, para. 63; see
Authorities # 10.

130Jan Mayen at pp. 68-69, para. 68. See Authorities # 11.

131Seefor example Narth Sea Cases at p. 49, para. 90; see Authorities # 4; Gulf afMaine at pp. 297-298, para. 107; see
Authorities # 7; Libya v. Malta at pp. 37-38, paras. 43-44; see Authorities # 8.

132JanMayen at p. 59, para. 48. See Authorities # 11. See also Tunisia v. Libya at pp. 59-60, paras. 70-71. See Authorities
#6.

133Tunisia v. Libya at pp. 59-60, para. 70. See Authorities # 6.
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and the method chosen are subordinateto this overridingobjective.In the North Sea Cases,

the International Court of Justiceheld that a combinationof methods could properlybe used

to effect a single delimitation:

...no objection need be felt to the idea of effectinga delimitationof
adjoining continental shelf areas by the concurrent use of various
methods. The Court has already stated why it considers that the
international law of continental shelf delimitation does not involve
any imperative rule and permits resort to various principles or
methods, as maybe appropriate, or a combinationof them, provided
that, by the applicationof equitableprinciples, a reasonable result is
arrived at. 134

124. The use of a combination of methods points unmistakably toward the division of the

delimitation area intQ two or more zones, distinguishing between areas with different

geographical characteristics.Theuse of a two-area methodology is the standard approachin

delimitationsthat begin within a coastal concavitybut extend beyond the concavity into the

open sea. Examples are found in Tunisiav. Libya, Gulf of Maine and Canada v. France. A

sector-by-sector approach reflects the fundamentallydifferinggeographical factors at play

within and beyond the concavity. The concavity is by definitiona relatively confined area

where the surrounding coasts face toward each other; outside the concavity,the areais open-

ended and the relevant coasts graduallyrecede into the distance.

A. Equidistance and its Variations

125. For more than two decades the law of maritime boundaries was dominated by a debate

between the advocates and opponents of a legal rule based on equidistance. In both the

jurisprudence and the negotiated text of the 1982 Convention the outcome was the same:

equidistance is subordinate to equity.

134North Sea Cases at p. 49, para. 90. See Authorities # 4.
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Equidistance is'a method of exemplaryutility, particularlyin relativelysimplegeographical

situations. Its use as a provisionalfirst step in the process of delimitationbetween opposite

and parallel coasts is standard practice, and has been resorted to in adjacent coast situations

as well. But a delimitationbased on the median or equidistant line is never mandatory. The

legal position remainswhat was stated in Tunisiav. Libya: "equidistancemaybe appliedifit

leads to an equitable solution; if not, other methods should be employed."135And as the

International Court of Justice remarked in connectionwith state practiceinLibyav.Malta, it

"falls short of provingthe existenceof a rule prescribingthe use of equidistance,or indeedof

any method, as obligatory."136

The North Sea Cases criticizedequidistanceon both theoretical and practical grounds. The

Netherlands andDenmarkhad argued that equidistancehas an apriori characterofnecessity

or inherency. The International Court of Justice rejected the notion of absolute proximity,

holding that natural prolongation is more fundamental, and concluded that "the notion of

equidistance as being logically necessary, in the sense of being an inescapable a priori

accompanimentof basic continental shelf doctrine, is incorrect."137

The distinctionbetween opposite and adjacentcoasts hasbeen referredto inpracticallyevery

major case: indeed it is reflected in the drafting of Article 6 of the 1958 Convention. Its

significance relates largely to the suitability of the equidistance method in varying

geographical situations.Where the coasts are opposite, a medianline-adjusted asnecessary

to dealwith the effectof incidentalfeatures-produces an equitableresult with a fair degree

of predictability.It is less reliablewhere the coasts are adjacent. Thus, for example, in the

Jan Mayen case, the International Court of Justice invokedthe opposite coastal relationship

135Tunisia v. Libya at pp. 78-79, para. 109. See Authorities # 6.

136Libya v. Malta at p. 38, para. 44. See Authorities #8.

137North Sea Cases at p. 32, para. 46. See Authorities # 4.
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as a justification for the application of a provisional median line,138as it did in Libya v.

Malta. 139

129. There are both conceptual and geometrical reasons for the distinctionand its relationshipto

the suitabilityof equidistance.The conceptualbasis of the distinctionwas first noted in the

North Sea Cases.140 The seaward extensionsof opposite coasts, such as those of the United

Kingdom and France in the English Channel, will "meet and overlap." In this type of

configuration a medianline, adjustedifnecessaryfor the "disproportionallydistortingeffect"

of incidental coastal features, will effect an equitable division.The maritimeprojections of

adjacent (i.e. laterallyaligned)coasts do not, as observed in the North Sea Cases, converge

and overlap in this manner. See Figure 6.

130. But it is the practical considerationsthat havebeen compelling.Between opposite coasts, a

series of constantly shiftingbasepoints causes the medianline to respond continuouslyand

accurately to the changing contours of the two coasts. In the case of adjacent coasts,

however-as the sketches and maps produced in the decisionin the North Sea Cases make

c1earI41-the partially self-correcting property of a median line is lost. An equidistant line

extending into the open sea offtwo adjacentcoasts is generallycontrolled by a singlepair of

basepoints, sometimescausing the line to veer inequitablytowards the coast of one of the

two parties.

131. In a number of instances, therefore, the internationalcourts and tribunalshaveused a median

line as a provisional first step in delimitationsbetween opposite coasts. In both Tunisia v.

Libya and Libya v. Malta, the International Court of Justice emphatically denied this

procedure had any character of legal necessity: it was "unable to accept that, even as a

138Jan Mayen at p. 60, para. 50. See Authorities # 11.

139Libya v. Malta at p. 47, para. 62. See Authorities # 8.

140North Sea Cases at pp. 36-37, para. 57. See Authorities # 4.

141North Sea Cases at pp. 15-18. See Authorities # 4.
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preliminaryandprovisionalstep towards the drawingof a delimitationline,the equidistance

method is one which must be used, or that the Court is 'required, as a first step, to examine

the effectsof a delimitationby applicationof the equidistancemethod' ."142In JanMtryen the

Court stated that sincethe delimitationin that case:

is governedby Article 6 of the 1958Convention,and the delimitation
is between coasts that are opposite, it is appropriate to begin by
taking provisionally the median line between the territorial sea
baselines, and then enquiringwhether "specialcircumstances"require
"another boundary line."143

The Court noted further that it is in accord with the precedents-namely Gulf afMaine and

Libya v. Malta-to begin with a median line as a provisional line under customary law as

well, and that prima facie a median line delimitationbetween opposite coasts results in

general in an equitable solution, "particularlyif the coasts in question are nearlyparallel."144

A provisionalequidistantlinemayalsobe used where the coasts are adjacent, but it lacksthe

pedigree of the "normal" or prima facie method in such situations.

132. Thus the three conditions for the prima facie equitable character of a median line are:

a) first, that it is provisional only, the first and not the last step in the process of

delimitation;

b) second, that the coasts are opposite; and

c) third, that theprima facie case for equidistancebetween opposite coasts is stronger

where the coasts are parallel.

142Libya v. Malta at pp. 37-38, para. 43; see Authorities # 8; citing Tunisia v. Libya atp. 79, para. 110; see Authorities #
6. -

143JanMayen at pp. 59-60, para. 49. See Authorities # 11.

144Jan Mayen at pp. 66-67, para. 64. See Authorities # 11.
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Even where these conditions are fully met, the median line may not be applied in the final

result, or it maybe appliedonlywith significantchanges. Indeed, the precedents cited inJan

Mayed45 adjusted the provisionalmedianlines quite substantially.

134. The distinction between coastal and offshore areas is equally critical. The potential for

distortion is directlyproportional to the distanceout to sea to which an equidistantlineis to

extend. The North Sea Cases pointed out that the problems inherent in the equidistance

method are far more significantin the context of the "long distance" delimitationsrequired

by the continental shelf than in delimitations of the territorial sea,146which of course

constituted the vast majority of maritimedelimitationsin earlier times.

135. This was vividlydemonstrated by the sketches and maps referred to in the North Sea Cases.

See Figure 7. Where a geographical irregularity-whether convexity, concavity, the

presence of islands or anything else-causes the line to swing out at an angle across the

coastal front of one of the parties, this effectis magnifiedas the linemoves out to sea. Asthe

International Court of Justice said, the "slightest irregularity in a coastline is automatically

magnifiedby the equidistance line as regards the consequences for the delimitationof the

continental shelf."147The Court noted that in the territorial sea (then generally limited to

three nautical miles), "owing to the very close proximity of such waters to the coasts

concerned, these effects are much less marked and may be very slight...", 148 and that, in

contrast:

It will suffice to mention here that, for instance, a deviation from a
linedrawn perpendicularto the general directionof the coast, ofonly

145Jan Mayen at pp. 66-69, paras. 64-69. See Authorities # 11.

146North Sea Cases at pp. 17-18, para. 8. See Authorities # 4.

147North Sea Cases at p. 49, para. 89. See Authorities # 4.

148North Sea Cases at pp. 17-18, para. 8. See Authorities # 4.
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5 kilometres, at a distanceof about 5 kilometresfrom that coast, will
grow into one of over 30 at a distance of over 100 kilometres.149

More generally, the Court pointed out that "the distorting effects of lateral equidistant

lines...produce their maximumeffectin the localitieswhere the maincontinental shelfareas

lie further out."150

136. One of the pitfalls of the equidistancemethod was illustrated in Gulf of Maine. Where an

equidistant line beginswithina coastal concavityand extendsbeyond that concavity into an

outer area, it will generallyemergefromthe concavityat or inthe vicinityof the mid-pointof

the closing line. This is an inherentgeometricalproperty of the equidistancemethod,andone

that operates regardless of the relativelengths of the coasts withinthe concavity.Where the

extent of the relevantcoasts withinthe concavity is unequal, as it was in Gulf of Maine and

asit is in the present case, the centre of the closing line will fail to reflect the most critical

aspects of the coastal relationship.This defect of the equidistancemethodishighlysignificant

because the location of the line where it exits the concavitywill control the axis of the line

throughout the outer area: the point of intersection with the closing line is, in other words,

the pivotal point of the entire delimitation.

137. Equidistance ispar excellence the method that reflectsmicro-geographyrather than macro-

geography. It focuses on basepoints,not coasts; on incidentalfeatures as opposed to broad

patterns; on the trees, and not the forest. Nowhere is this more vividlyexpressedthan inGulf

of Maine, where the Chamber felt that if equidistancewere used in that area, "...the likely

end-result would be the adoption of a line all of whose basepoints would be located on a

handful of isolated rocks, some very distant from the coast, or on a few low-tide

149North Sea Cases at p. 17-18, para. 8. See Authorities # 4.

150North Sea Cases at p. 37, para. 59. See Authorities # 4.
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elevations "151 Referring to such features, as well as tiny islands, the Chamber noted the

anomaly, if not the absurdity, of making them the controlling elements of the delimitation:

If any of these geographical features possess some degree of
importance, there is nothing to prevent their subsequently being
assignedwhatever limitedcorrective effectmayequitablybe ascribed
to them, but that is an altogether differentoperation from making a
series of such minor features the very basis for the determination of
the dividing line, or from transforming them into a succession of
basepoints for the geometrical construction of the entire line.l52

138. In the North Sea Cases, it was the concavityof one of the coasts that caused the distortion

illustrated in the sketches referred to above. But off-lying islands can cause even more

dramatic effects.Equidistanceis blindto scaleandproportion. A basepoint is a basepoint,so

far as equidistanceis concerned,whether it represents a hundredmilesof mainlandcoast or

an isolated strand a hundredmiles out to sea. Each is giventhe sameweight and value, with

the inevitable result that an island detached from the mainland, however small the

dimensions,and however distant from the coast, has exactlythe sameeffectas ahypothetical

extension of the mainlandto wherever the islandmayhappento be. It is a constant refrain of

the jurisprudence that "refashioninggeography" inthe nameof equityis inadmissible.In the

case of off-lying maritime features or projections, it is the method itself-its failure to

differentiatebetween basepoints on the basis of the scale,character andpositionofthe coasts

they represent-that causes an effectiverefashioningof geography.

139. For the equidistantline is based, not on the dominantfeatures of the geography, but simply

on the most protruding features. The point was noted by the International Court ofJustice in

Libya v. Malta:

[S]incean equidistancelineis based on a principleof proximityandis
therefore controlled only by salient coastal points, it may yield a

151Gulf of Maine at p. 332, para. 210. See Authorities # 7.

152Gulf of Maine at pp. 329-330, para. 201. See Authorities # 7.
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disproportionate result. where a coast is markedly irregular or
markedly concave or convex. In such cases, the raw equidistance
method mayleave out of the calculationappreciablelengths of coast,
whilst at the same time giving undue influence to others merely
becauseofthe shapeof coastalrelationships.153

The Court added that proportionality requires that "coasts which are broadly comparable

ought not to be treated differentlybecause of a technical quirk of a particular method of

tracingthe courseof a boundaryline."154

B. Islands as Potential Sources of Inequity

140. This Memorial has explainedthat islandsare the classicinstance of "special circumstances"

or circumstances creative of inequity; and, equally important, that it is not size alone, or

position alone, but the two in combinationthat determinewhat effect shouldbe givento an

island.

141. Islands can generallybe given full effect if they are very large, or if they are closelyaligned

with the coast, or ifboth parties possess similarlysituated islandswith offsettingeffects, or

again if islands are the sole controlling coasts on both sides, as in so many of the

delimitationsin the Pacificand the Caribbean.In other situations,a numberof methods have

been devisedto eliminateor reduce their distorting effects.These fallintofourcategories:(a)

the use of straight lines or other geometrical methods that are not influencedby incidental

features; (b) enclaving, as in the treatment of the Channel Islands in the Anglo-French

Continental Shelf case; (c) reduced effect, as in the treatment of the ScillyIslands in the

same case; and (d) methods disregardingthe presence of islands altogether.

142. SirDerek Bowett, one of the world's leadingexpertson maritimedelimitation,hasdescribed

the first approach asfollows:

153Libya v. Malta at p. 44, para. 56. See Authorities # 8.

154Libya v. Malta at p. 44, para. 56. See Authorities # 8.
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State practice affords many examples of the use of an azimuth or
rhumb linewhich, subjectto its leavingislandson the right sideofthe
line (i.e., in the area subject to the same sovereignty)will otherwise
ignore islands. Put in different terms, where there is no reliance on
equidistance, the relevance of islands diminishes. In other words,
where a method other than equidistanceis chosen, because it better
suits the geographical relationshipviewed as a whole, it necessarily
follows that islands which have little significancefor the totality of
the geographical relationship will tend to have little effect on the
method.155

Any geometrical method such as a perpendicular to the coast or to a closing line, or the

bisector of coastal fronts, or the use of meridiansor parallelsoflatitude, or the prolongation

of the direction of the land boundary where it meets the sea-indeed even a line of

equidistance based on the use of coastal fronts as suggested in the North Sea Cases and

describedbelow-wiIl automaticallymake the island"problem" immaterial.The issue arises

onlyin connection with methodsthat selectbasepoints mechanicallywithout taking account

of the proportionality of their effect.

143. Reduced effecthas often taken the form of half effect. It originatedin state practice, having

been first used, apparently, in connection with the island of Kharg in the Persian Gulf

delimitation between Iran and Saudi Arabia. It entered the judicial canon through the

treatment givento the ScillyIslands inthe Anglo-French ContinentalShelf caseas described

above. The half-effect solution appliedby the Court of Arbitrationwas based on a bisection

of the angle formed by two equidistantlines,one givingfulleffectto the islandsandthe other

ignoring their presence altogether. See Figure 8.

144. Half effect was applied again in Gulf of Maine to reduce the effect of Seal Island, and in

Tunisia v. Libya in connection with the Kerkennah Islands belonging to Tunisia. Both

155D. Bowett, "Islands, Rocks, Reefs and Low- Tide Elevations in Maritime Boundary Delimitation" in 1. Charney and L.
Alexander, eds.,International Maritime Boundaries, V01.I (Dordrecht: Martinus NijhoffPublishers, 1993) 131 at p. 134.
See Authorities # 15.
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examples are important because they show that, while reduced effect has often been

associated with equidistance, it can also be applied in conjunctionwith other methods.

145. The method appliedto the Kerkennahs in Tunisia v. Libya, as noted above, had nothing to

do with equidistance; it was based on a perpendicular to the coast. As Figure 9 shows,

however, when the line reached the outer sector its direction had to be shifted to the east

because of a change of direction of the Tunisian coast in the area of the Kerkennahs. The

International Court of Justice felt, however, that a linerunningparallelto the coast of those

islands would give them excessive weight. It therefore applied a form of half effect by

bisecting the angle formed by that coast and the mainland coast of Tunisia and ran the

delimitationlineparallelto the bisector. In Gulf ofMaine, the half effectgivento Seal Island

was part of a formulafor shiftingthe position of the line on the basis of coastal lengths.

146. It is often appropriate to give an island no effect at all. Thus in Libya v. Malta the Maltese

islet ofFilfla was disregarded entirelyin the delimitationprocess. There are also examplesin

state practice of islands given some effect, but less than half effect. The "endaving"

technique involves drawing a 12-nauticalmile limit around the islands-equivalent to the

breadth of the territorial sea-but givingthem no other effecton the construction ofthe line.

The rationale is that smalloffshore islandsshouldgenerallybe entitledto a territorialsea,but

shouldnot be allowedto distort the course of the principalline of delimitation.Thetreatment

of Malta inLibya v. Malta amounted to one-quarter effect-the linewas shiftednorthward

three quarters of the distance between the two lines (the Libya-Italymedian and the Libya-

Malta median), which the International Court of Justice consideredthe outer limits of the

delimitation area.156

147. More striking, however, is the treatment of Jerba, a very sizeableand important Tunisian

island, in Tunisia v. Libya. It was givenno effect at all in the establishmentof the coastal

front servingas the basis of the perpendicular line.A very differentlinewould have resulted

156Libya v. Malta at p.52, para. 73. See Authorities # 8.
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if it had been given at least some weight. Similarly,as Figure 10 reproduced from the

Canadian Memorial in Canada v. France illustrates, the Bijagos Islands were given, for all

practical purposes, no effect at allin Guinea v. Guinea-Bissau. In fact the macro-geographic

method used to draw the offshoreboundary inthis casehad the effectof taking those islands

out of the picture altogether, alongwith the considerableadvantagetheywouldhavebrought

to Guinea-Bissau.157

c. The Treatment of Islands in the Most Recent Cases

148. As noted above, the two most recent decisions on maritime delimitationboth centred on

issues relating to small offshore islands in the context of configurations that in all other

respects were free of complexityor difficulty.Taken together, they demonstrate that islands

are indeed the classic case of special circumstances, and that an equitable delimitationnot

infrequently requires that their effect must be discounted or eliminated.

149. Yemen and Eritrea face each other across the Red Sea. Because of the opposite coastal

relationship, the Court of Arbitration158ruled that the delimitation should "as far as

practicable, be a median line between the opposite mainland coastlines."159The only real

source of complexity was the effect to be given to the islands scattered throughout this

portion of the Red Sea.

157Guinea v. Guinea-Bissau at p. 189-190, paras. 108-110. See Authorities # 9.

158Eritrea v. Yemen. See Authorities # 12. The case was conducted in two phases, the first dealing with territorial
sovereignty (Award dated 9 October 1998) and the second with maritime delimitation (Award dated 17 December 1999).
The Tribunal, constituted under an agreement of3 October 1996, was presided over by Sir Robert Y. Jennings. The other
members of the Tribunal were Judges Stephen Schwebel and Rosalyn Higgins of the International Court of Justice
(appointed by Eritrea), Mr. Keith Highet and Dr. Ahmed Sadek EI-Kosheri (appointed by Yemen).

159Eritrea v. Yemen at para. 139. See Authorities # 12. The EritreanDahlak Islands and the Yemeni island of Kamaran,
along with certain adjacent islands, were treated as coastal islands or archipelagos.
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The Court of Arbitration gave full effect to coastal islands and archipelagos that form "an

integral part of the general coastal configuration."160See Figure 11. In contrast, no effect

was given to the offshoreYemeniislandsof Jabal-al-Tayr and the Zubayr group. The Court

referred to "their barren and inhospitablenature and their position well out to sea," and held

that they "do not constitute a part of Yemen's mainlandcoast" and "should not be takeninto

consideration in computing the boundary line."161 It is clearlynot only size, therefore, but

whether the islandforms part of the mainlandconfiguration-or, conversely,divergesfrom

it-that determines what effect it should have.

Further south, the mid-sea islandsofZuqar and the Hanishgroup-the largestofthe mid-sea

islands in the area-were given no effect in constructing the median line between the

opposite mainlandcoastlines. Theywere accorded a truncated territorialseaoftheir ownand

nothing else, leavingmost of the area between the Eritrean mainlandand the Yemeniislands

on the Eritrean side of the line.

The most recent decision, Qatar v. Bahrain (also decided under customary international

law), provides a final confirmation of the samejudicial preoccupation with the potentially

distorting effects of islands. This delimitationinvolvedan area of opposite coasts between

the two states, largelywithin the territorial sea, and an area of continental shelfrights to the

north of the channels dividing the two states, which the International Court of Justice

characterized as an adjacent coast situation. See Figure 12.

One of the disputed issues turned on the effect to be given to Qit'at Jaradah, a "very small

island, uninhabited and without any vegetation"162under Bahraini sovereignty. The

International Court of Justice held that it should not be used as a basepoint in the

construction of the equidistant line. Apart from the bare minimumnecessary to avoid a line

160Eritrea V. Yemen at para. 132. See Authorities # 12.

161Eritrea V. Yemen at para. 147. See Authorities # 12.

162Qatar v. Bahrain at para. 219. See Authorities # 13.
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touching the shores of the island, it was given no effect at all. A similarquestion arose in

connection with Fasht al Jarim, in the continental shelf sector of the delimitation,described

as "a remote projection of Bahrain's coastline in the Gulf area"163that would distort the

course of the line. Noting that it is a feature "located well out to sea and of which at most a

minute part is above water at high tide," the Court concluded that Fasht al Jarim "should

have no effect in determining the boundary line in the northern sector."164

154. The Eritrea v. Yemen and Qatar v. Bahrain cases do not represent a change in the content

or direction of the law. On the contrary, they reinforce and reconfirmthe existingprinciples

of thejurisprudence in relation to the treatment of islandsand similarfeatures.Theystandfor

the followingpropositions: first, that such features are to be evaluated not only in terms of

their size,but intermsoftheir position; second, a criticalconcern is whethertheyconformto

and are integrated into the mainlandcoastal configuration,or whether they divergefromthat

configuration as a result of their offshore position; and third, depending on the

circumstances,no effect is as typical a solution as half effect or enclavingwhere islands or

similaroff-lyingfeatures would otherwise constitute a source of distortion.

D. Coastal Fronts and the Use of Bisectors and Perpendiculars

155. The concept of the coastal front, like so much else,goes back to the North Sea Cases, and is

well represented in the subsequent cases and in state practice. The International Court of

Justice eXplainedthat the principleof the coastal front "consists in drawinga straightbaseline

between the extremepoints at either end of the coast concerned, or in some cases a seriesof

such lines."165Such lines follow the general direction of the coast, while ignoring its

incidental features and irregularities. Their purpose, of course, is to eliminatethe effect of

163Qatar v. Bahrain at para. 247. See Authorities # 13.

164Qatar v. Bahrain at para. 248. See Authorities # 13.

165North Sea Cases at p. 52, para. 98. See Authorities # 4.
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distorting features that would otherwiseconstitute sources of inequityof the kind discussed

above.

Coastal ITontspermit the use of simplifiedgeometricalmethods of delimitation,in particular

bisectors and perpendiculars.Bisectors are appropriate when the coasts form an angle, as

often occurs in the case of coastal indentationsor concavities. Thebest exampleis the inner

sector of the line prescribed in Gulf of Maine, where the coasts form an approximate right

angle with an apex at the land boundary. See Figure 13. Coastal fronts were drawn from

Cape Elizabeth to the land boundary terminus, representing the general direction of the

Maine coast, and ITomthat point to Cape Sable, representing the general direction of the

portion of the Canadian coast facing the Gulf of Maine. The bisector runs ITomthe initial

point of the maritimeboundary establishedby the Chamber as far as the central part of the

Gulf.166The use of a bisector in this type of configuration achieves the objective of an

approximatelyequal divisionof the offshore area, coupled with what the Court termed "the

advantages of simplicityand clarity."167

In different situations, perpendicularsserve the same ends. A perpendicularline,by its very

nature, does not veer or swingin either directionbut heads straight out to sea on a constant

course. It is thus ideallysuited to the avoidance of any effect of cut-off This, no doubt, is

why it figured prominentlyinthe remit givento the Committee of Experts inthe early1950s,

as discussed in the North Sea Cases; indeed it explains its use in one of the very earliest

maritime boundary arbitrations, the Grisbadarna case of 1909 between Norway and

Sweden.168

166Because, however, the adjudicated line began at "Point A" some miles off the coast, the geometrical construction of the
bisector involved the use of perpendiculars drawn :trom that point to the two coastal :tronts, and the bisection of the angle
created on the seaward side of those two perpendiculars. The result, however, is essentially the same as a bisector of the
angle created by the two coastal :tronts. See Gulf of Maine at p. 333, para. 213. See Authorities # 7.

167Gulf of Maine at p. 333, para. 213. See Authorities # 7.

168The Grisbadarna Case Between Norway and Sweden (1909), [1916] The Hague Court Reports 121. See Authorities #
3.
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There are two different types of perpendicularboundaries-lines running perpendicular to

the general direction of the coast and linesrunningperpendicularto the closingline of a gulf

or concavity. In either case, however, the result-where the method is appropriate-is the

same: a boundary that heads out to sea without veering toward the coast of either party.

159. The Gulf ofMaine case presents the classicexampleof a perpendicularto a closingline.The

Chamber established a short middle sector of the boundary, which reflected the difference

between the lengths of the relevant coasts facingthe Gulfof Maine, and whichconnectedthe

inner bisector to the closing line of the Gulf.169 The resultingpoint of intersection with the

closing line was closer to Canada than to the United States, and from this point on, the

Chamber was called upon to establish the critical portion of the entire delimitation-the

longest sector and, more important, the portion affectingGeorges Bank, the real object of

the whole dispute.170Indeed, the Court noted that in drawing the first two segments of the

boundary it had "borne constantly in mind the problem of determiningthe final segment of

the delimitationline "171 The Court used a perpendicularto the closing line of the Gulf as

the delimitation line for this outermost sector.l72

160. Two of the other leadingcases also illustratethe utilityof the perpendicular method, though

in these instances based on a general direction of the coast rather than on a closing line.

Tunisia v. Libya is, as mentionedabove, another instanceof a sector-by-sectorapproachto a

delimitation,like Gulf ofMaine, Canada v. France, and theAnglo-FrenchContinentalShelf

case-all of them characterized by an inner area of closed geography and an open-ended

outer area. In Tunisiav. Libya, the International Court of Justice noted that the coast inthe

vicinityof the landboundary forms a roughly straightline, so that the boundary in this sector

169The middle sector was a form of median line. It was not, however, based on the equidistance method as customarily
understood, but was in fact the bisector of the angle formed by the two opposite coastal fronts. Gulf afMaine at p. 331,
para. 206. See Authorities # 7.

170Gulf afMaine at p. 337-338, para. 224. See Authorities # 7.

171Gulf afMaine at p. 338, para. 226. See Authorities # 7.

172Gulf afMaine at p. 338, para: 225. See Authorities # 7.
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could be establishedas a perpendicularto the general direction of the coast.173 In Guinea v.

Guinea-Bissau, the Tribunal was concerned with the macro-geographical characteristics of

the West African coast, and the fact that a number of delimitations along that coast had to fit

together. It therefore used a very long construction line establishingthe general directionof

the coastlinefrom Senegalto SierraLeone, and drewthe outer sector of the delimitationas a

perpendicular to that line.174

161. These geometricalmethods bear a close affinityto equidistance,but ona macro-geographical

basis, and without the distortions that are inherent in the equidistancemethod, At the same

time they offer a degree of flexibility:in the case of a perpendicular to a closing line, for

instance, the starting point need not be the mid-point of the closing line and the terminal

points of that line are pot predetermined.

vu. Conclusion

162. The concept of equitable principles as recognized in the international law of maritime

boundaries has a precise meaning,though it allowsroom for judgment andprescribesnopre-

determinedmethod. Equity as contemplatedby the internationallaw of maritimedelimitation

is equity controlled by relevant circumstances. It is above all the coastal geography that

constitutes the basis of title. The idea of a frontal projection is fundamental. The "most

natural prolongation" or "seaward extension" of each party is the area directlyin front of its

coasts. The principlesof non-encroachmentand proportionality-including the avoidanceof

any disproportionate effect causedby incidentalcoastal featuresor irregularconfigurations-

are closely associated with this concept.

163. There is no single mandatory method, but an appropriate method must respect these

principles. Equidistance is often the best solution where the geography is balanced and

173Tunisia v. Libya at pp. 92-93, para. 133(B)( 4). See Authorities # 6.

174Guinea v. Guinea-Bissau at p.189-190, para. 110. See Authorities # 9.
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uncomplicated; but where there are incidental coastal features, irregular configurations,

discrepancies in coastal length, or other complicating factors, both state practice and the

jurisprudence have turned to other methods. These may include modified forms of

equidistance like half effect or no effect. Where, however, the issue of "special

circumstances"becomes fundamentalto the delimitation,a completelydifferentgeometrical

method has been shown to produce a more equitable result.
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